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YOU would think Austin Powers just left the building.

Welcome to Commonwealth Bank’s new digs near Darling
Harbour, Sydney. It’s colourful, hip, funky, and cool—traits usually
alien to a bank.

It’s so chic that CBA chief information officer Michael Harte
declared to the media: “This is better than my house!”

Bluetooth headsets and softphones powered by Microsoft Lync
communicator software let people do the Macarena while talking
on the phone.

Height adjustable tables scattered across working areas mean the
vertically challenged amongst us can have eye-level conversations
(finally) with colleagues. This could, however, hurt the booster
seat market.

And everyone is issued with Apple’s paper-thin laptop, the
MacBook Air (you can stop salivating now).

The open plan concept is one that everyone, including Harte,
readily embraces. You can just walk in to his “office” and have a
chat—with his PA’s blessings of course.

“Hierarchy is a thing of the past,” Harte declared.  

The custom-built barbeque pit made good lunchtime fodder and
everyone was well-behaved enough not to mess with the vege
patch.

By posting the pictures below The Australian will not be held
responsible for any defections to CBA.

Note: More pictures can be found here.

CBA Place - exterior, south building. Picture: CBA
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CBA Place - atrium, north building, level 6. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - collaboration workspace, north building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - meeting space, north building. Picture: CBA
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CBA Place - terrace, north building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - seating areas, north building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - standing while working, north building. Picture: CBA
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CBA Place - workers, north building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - atrium, south building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - honeycomb space, south building. Picture: CBA
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CBA Place - level 6 hub, south building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - south building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - lounge, south building. Picture: CBA
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CBA Place - meeting area, south building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - money box, south building. Picture: CBA

CBA Place - lounge, south building. Picture: CBA
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Your Comments
Order By:  Oldest | Newest

Jeff says:  Thu 22 Sep 11 (12:05am)

Being bankers the character Dr Evil comes to mind more than Austin Powers.

Neddy says:  Thu 22 Sep 11 (08:35am)

Obviously have too much money to waste - And we wonder why our banking costs are the most
expensive in the western world.

Blackmambo says:  Thu 22 Sep 11 (10:26am)

Wow - your mortgage at work.... Bank employees in head office are so smug and removed form
the day to day concerns of their customers.

Michael says:  Thu 22 Sep 11 (02:22pm)

How ridiculous ! What a waste of money , you can just see it as an arrogant inyour face to their
customers. One can only imagine in seeing that what else they waste there money on. Crazy.

Brooksy says:  Thu 22 Sep 11 (04:07pm)

not a waste in my books. Great work CBA for creating a graet place to work. I know im
jealous…

TheGreatSpaces says:  Thu 22 Sep 11 (06:07pm)

Macquarie Bank did this first… but why do I have to become a banker to work in a non-awful
office!?

nicedigs says:  Fri 23 Sep 11 (07:44am)

Looks like an awsome place to work! Can I join?

Freedom to choose says:  Fri 23 Sep 11 (12:07pm)

Fantastic..What a great place to work, I only wish more organisations where as forward thinking
as Commonwealth Bank. Well done. If only the NSW government could conceptualise the future
of our great state in a similar manner.

Where are the trains and oyster cards we were promised, it’s time to privatise all government
assets and reduce this large cumbersome government they have created.

Anonymous says:  Fri 23 Sep 11 (03:09pm)

@Neddy, you clearly don’t understand inflation. Or basic economics for that matter.

eric says:  Sun 25 Sep 11 (10:41pm)

Fantastic, Looks like THE place to be working in the City at the moment. Someone’s been
spending time at the Google Plex no doubt. All that remains now is for a few crusty old
managers to get over wearing that last bastion of the White Collar Worker, that last reminent of
the slave trade, the Collar and Tie. Now THAT would be progress.... Now then, where do I park
my Skate Board???

GT says:  Tue 27 Sep 11 (12:08pm)

@Neddy - perhaps this “money” you talk of is what keeps CBA and the other Australian banks
from defaulting like their cousins in the Europe and the US - wouod you prefer to have free
banking in Greece, Italy or Spain right now??? I think not. Perhaps you should instead be
grateful for the rock solid surety they have assisted with in the economy and that permits you to
keep your job.
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JimSim says:  Wed 28 Sep 11 (08:30am)

Not sure what world Neddy works in. One where taxis are free, food doesn’t cost anything, and
gold grows on trees (not that he needs it), no doubt.

A bank account is a service, so you pay for it, like you pay for electricity, water and gas.

Luc says:  Wed 28 Sep 11 (09:04pm)

@Neddy - You have to look at the facts.... They haven’t spend too much money. In contrary they
are very smart. Every other organisation would need 72,000sqm to accommodate 6,200
employees. CBA only uses 55,000sqm… That’s impressive...!!

droid phone reviews says:  Thu 29 Sep 11 (07:28am)

That was a really great blog post

dhaz says:  Tue 11 Oct 11 (03:17pm)

The bank is saving millions by moving their staff to this new office. Sure it looks fine and dandy
and expensive. But in reality they’re saving a lot of money by vacating all the existing CBD
premises near Martin Place/Wynyard.

The bank will never do anything that will result in it costing them more money in the long term.

jesse Dziedzic says:  Fri 21 Oct 11 (05:42am)

Great post!!!

Happy Employee says:  Fri 21 Oct 11 (09:11am)

I am a happy little CBA employee because of this. Thanks Michael Harte.
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